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ABSTRACT

The complete development of the c el lular precipitation structure at selected grain boundaries in a Pb - 3 . 0
wt% Sn alloy during aging at 34°C and 23°C was invest i gated
by light microscopy .

The cellular structure in this a l loy

consists of lamellae of solute deplete d l ead solid so lution
and lamellae of

B tin precipitate.

T h e cellular

precipitation reaction begins by local

~igration

of a

gra in boundary with concomitant s rain boundary p r e c ipi t a tion of

B tin.

Th e gra in boundary bows around the

B tin

grain boundary precipitates which then begin t o length en

in the direction of boundary migration thus forming the
precipitate lame llae of the cell.
preceed the

B tin lamellae .

The a ' lamellae always

At ear ly stages of cell

development, the lamellae may grow cooperative ly and an
orientation and habit p l ane relationship be t ween the
lamellae forms as th e cell structure stabilizes .

Si nce

the coherence b etween the lame llae is weak, the direc tion
of c e ll g rowth is not conf i n ed to the initi al hab i t p l ane
of the B tin lamellae.
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INTRODUCTION

The general characteristics of the cellular or
discontinuous precipitation reaction were first described
by Smith. (l)

He showed that the reaction starts by local

migration of a grain boundary into the adjacent grain
accompanied by the formation of a lamellar structure
composed of depleted solid solution and a precipitate
phase.

Thus the solid solution phase of the cell has the

same orientation as the matrix of the grain f rom which it
grew. Turnbull and coworkers( 2 -J) in a study of the
kinetics of the cellular reaction in Pb-Sn alloys determined that the rate controlling process was the rate of
solute

di~fusion

in the advancing grain boundary . Gruhl
and Ammann( 4 ) and others(S- 6 ) showed that the cellular

reaction only occurs at highly mobile hi gh angle or
disordered grain boundaries.

Tu and Turnbull wer e the

first to consider the mechanism for the formation of the
precipitate phase l amel lae of the cell.

In a netallograph

investigation of the cellular structure in lead rich
lead-tin alloys, Tu and Turnbull(?) described the
nucleation and multiplication of S tin lamellae during
the formation of cells in lead rich lead-tin alloys.
According to their mechanism fo r the genesis of cellular
prec ipitation resulting from this study, B tin platelets
nucleate at the original boundary between two super saturated lead rich grains with the platelet having a

2

semicoherent, low energy interface with one grain,
characterized by a rigid habit and orientation relationship,
and an incoherent, high energy interface with the other
grain.

The grain boundary then mig rates around the high

energy , incoherent interface replacing it with a low energy,
semicoherent interface and imbedding the platelet in one
grain.

The driving force for this migration is said to be

the reduction of a /B surface e nergy resulting from the
replacement of a high energy interface with a low energy
one.

The above nucleation process th e n repeats itself

along the boundary until several, identically oriented,
parallel

B platelets are imbedded in one of t he g rains.

These platelets are then said to migrate forward , carrying
the a / a ' boundary along with them.

This theory implies

that the crystallographic relationship between th e init ial
grain boundary allotriomorphs and one of the g rain s
establishes both the direction of cell growth and the
morphology of the cellular lame llae .
Fournelle and Clark{S) studied the development of the
cellular precipitate structure in a Cu-9.5 wt% In alloy in
which the cell lamellae grow cooperatively and there is
not a strong orientation relationship betwee n the cell
lamellae.

Although, at early agin g times, plate-shaped

allotriomorphs, similar to th ese observed i n Pb-Sn were
seen, it was shown that cellular p recipit ate in Cu- I n
alloys did not form from such allotriomorphs but that the
cells developed by the mechanism illustrated in Figure l.
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Initially allortiomorphs form along grain boundaries which
are high angle and highly mobile. (g)

The allotriomorphs

may or may not have an orientation relationsh ip with one
of the adjacent grain e . g . grain a 1 but they have a n
incoherent or high energy boundary with g- rain a 2 .

Under

grain growth migration forces, the a 1 / a 2 boundary mi grates
into the grain a 2 bowing around the allotriomorphs as shown
at time 3 in Figure 1.

As the boundary advances, solute

diffuses along the grai n boundary to the allotriomorphs
leaving behind a region of so lute depleted solid solution
designated a ' .

With the development of a solute dif f e r ence

across the a 2 /a ' boundary, the much larger chemical energy
drives the bowing boundaries and the a 2 / a ' boundaries bow
more noticeably as shown at time 4.

As the a 2 / a ' boundary

continues to advance, solute diffuses along the g rain
boundary to the allotriomorphs which then begin to arow
along the bowing a 2 / a ' boundaries thus formin g the
precipitate lamellae of the cells as shown at time 4.
It is seen that two ve r y different mechanisms have
been proposed for the nucleation and deve lopment o f the
cellular structure :

the Tu-Turnbull mechanism in which

the rat e of growth and habit p lane of the

B tin lamellae

determine the direction and growth rat e of the cell , and
alternatatively the mechanism, illustrated in Figu r e 1, in
which the a ' lamel lae advance and the precipitate lame l lae
trail as the cell grows.

It is possible that the mech an i s m

shown in Figure 1 is operative only in special cases, such
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as in Cu-In alloys where the coherency forces between
precipitate and matrix are weak, and that the Tu-Turnbull
mechanism occurs in the more general cases where
precipitate-matrix coherency forces are large.

However,

close examination of the published pictures of cellular
structures in Pb-Sn alloy reveals a characteristic of the
cells that does not agr ee with the Tu-Turnbull mechan i sm.
Namely, that the a 2 j a ' boundaries of the cells
always slightly ahead of the

were

B lamellae and convex in the

growth direction as shown in Figure 2.

Even in dissolution

.
of the cells, as stud1ed
by Tu and Turnbull, (10-11) the

a 2 / a ' boundary was convex in the direction of the movement
of the cell boundary in this case a contracting cell.
This configuration of the cell boundary would seem to
contradict the premise by Tu and Turnbull( l 2 ) that the
cell growth and direction is determined prin c ipally by the
growth of the

B tin lamellae.

Accordingly , the present

study of cellular precipitation o f Pb - 3.0 wt% Sn alloy
was undertaken .
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II.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The Pb -3 .0 wt% Sn specimens were prepared from tin
and lead of 99.99% purity by melting in a graphite
crucible and chill casting into cylindrical ingots 1.4 ems.
in diameter.

The cast alloy rods were a nn ealed 85 hrs.

at 270°C and then swaged to 0.8 ern in diameter in four
steps with intermediate 16 hour anneals at 270°C.

Disc

shaped specimens were cut from the swaged and annealed rods
and given a solution anneal for 24 hours at 270°C to
produce a reasonably coarse grain size.
The polishing and etching procedure for light
mic r oscopy of these very soft a lloys was as follows .

The

al l oy and discs were moun ted in Bakelite, wet ground
through to the 600 g rit paper .
rough polished with

0.3~

Al 2 0

3

The specimens were then
on Mi crocloth.

The final

polish was performed with a Vibrornet polis her at a medium
vibration setting using a slurry of
Microcloth.

0.05 ~

Al 2 0 3 on

The polished a lloys were d i p etched for about

10 seconds in an etchant consisting of 1 pa rt glacial
(85 %) acetic acid, 1 part HN0 3 and 4 parts Glycerol .
In order that the metallographic observation of cell
development be completely unambiguous, it was necessary
to develop a polis h i ng a n d aging procedure so t hat t h e
en tire c ell development at a selected grain boundary
could

b e observed .

The Bakelite mounted and polished

alloy disc specimen was first solution treated by annea ling

6

for 24 hours at 170°C followed by a water quench.

The

solvus temperature of the Pb-3.0 wt% Sn alloy is about
90°C and the Bakelite mounting mater ial did not degrade
during the 170°C solution anneal.

The mounted specimen

was then aged at either 23°C or 34°C for a time sufficient
to start precipitation at the grain boundaries.

After

polishing with only the final step of the above procedure ,
fol lowe d by etching, light microscopy was used to study
the early stage cellular format ion.

The specimen was

then reaged for a short per iod and repolished using only
the final polishing step.

The specime n was etched and

the cell development at the same grain bounda ri e s was
again observed.
times.

The proce dure was then r e peated several

In this manner, a sequences of p hotomicrographs

showing the complete cell development at a given grain
boundary were obtained.

It should be noted that the

amount of material remove d by the polishing and etching
aft e r e ach aging step was so small that dist ing uishing
details of the c e llular development could be traced
throughout t h e sequence of photomicrographs.
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III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At the start of the investigat ion a survey of many
specimens which had been given a short aging treatment
did show many plate-shaped allotriomorphs which appea red
to be undergoing replacive motion as in the model by Tu
and Turnbull(?)

(see Figure 3) .

According to the mode l

such plate-like allotriomorphs will become the 6 tin
lamellae of a cell.

However, obs e rvation of many such

allotriomorphs after long periods o f subsequent agi n s
revealed that the replacive motion did not continue and
the cells did not develop from these plate - lik e
allotriomorphs .
The complete morphology of a cell from the initial
migration of the boundary to the wel l developed cellular
structure is shown in Figure 4 .

A similar but l ess

complete seque nce is shown in Figure 5 .

It is appa r en t

that th e c ells form by the mechanism illustrated in Figu re
1.

Consider th e morphology shown in

hours of aging ,

Fig~re

4.

Af t e r 3

B tin precipitates begin to form along

the g rain boundary which is migrating toward the upper
grain .

The small prec i pitates locally pin th e boundary

forming cusps in the advancing gra in boundary .

Wi t h

continued aging, the bowing of the grain boundary
increases and the gra in boundary p r e cipitates of S tin
grow in the direction of boundar y migration becoming the
precipitate lamellae of the cell.

The se precipitates not
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only lengthen but also thick en as the grain boundary
advances unt il the p reci pitate lamellae reaches an
equilibrium thickness .

This is seen best in Figure 5 which

shows the V- shape of the thickening p reci pitate lamellae
afte r 130 hours of aging at room temperature .

Note also

that in Figure 4 t h e bowing of the a ' lamellae increases
to a maximum at 120 hours of aging and then decreases
somewhat as the cell structure stabilizes and reaches a
steady state .
In agre ement with Tu-Turnbull( 7 ) the precipitate
lamellae do not bran ch .

Equilibrium spacing of the

precipitate lamel lae was attained by nucleation of
additi onal plates along the boundary .
In certain cases , a lamellae would appear to lose
contac t with boundary and then reappear at a later time .
Consider for e x ample , the second lamell a e from the right
in Figure 4 at 419 hours and 587 hours o f aging .

Suc h

effects ar e due to the s e ctioning of the cell by the
sequent i al po l ishing technique .
shown t hat the
and holes .

Tu and Turnbull(l)) have

B tin lamellae are blade shaped with rifts

Sectioning by the plane of polish through a

hole in th e precipitate l amellae may g ive an

erroneo~s

impression of a lack of contact of the lamellae with the
cell boundary .

As shown in the subsequent section of

587 hou r s of aging , this lamellae is in contact below
the plane of polish fo r 419 hours of aging.
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Tu and Turnbull(l 3 ) report the orientation r e lation ship of 8 tin in the lead solid solution Dat rix to be
They re p ort that
disregistry of tin precipitate along th e close pa ck e d
direction of the (111) Pb plane to be 0.10 .

This is a

fa ir ly large disregistry, therefor e coherency for c es will
be weak and, at best, only a semicoherent boundary can
exist between the 8 t i n lamellae and the 'i ' l ead lamell0c .
During the early stages of c ell formation whe n the f orcns
of t h e bowing a ' /a2 interface on the i ncipi e nt

r

tin

lamellae are large, growth of the B tin l amellae in nnn
habit orientation can occur as illustrated in Fig ur e 6 .
It is seen that the B tin lamellae are fol lmvin g the
bowing a ' / a 2 boundaries as illustrated in Figure l rath er
than rigidly following a common (111) habit plane
orientat i on with the a ' lamellae .
As the structure of th e cell stabilizes at lanc e r
aging times , the a ' and B lamellae grow with the above
orientation relationship.

For ex amp l e i n the well

developed cell of Figure 7, the B tin lamellae lie i n o nl y
four directions indicating that in a later stage of growth
the 8 tin lamellae have the above orientation relationship
with the a ' lead lamellae .

The change from cooperative

growth at early stage s of cell growth to o r iented g r owth
at later times is accomplished by the B ti n la mel l ae croi·:ino
parallel to that

(111) p l ane of the adjacent a ' lead lamel -

lae, which is nearest to the direction of cell growth .
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However, even at later stages of growth, the growing
B tin lamellae is not conf i ned to a single (111) habit
plane .

Forces exerted by the a ' / a

trailing

2

inter face on the

B tin lamellae may cause the B lamellae to change

direction of growth.

For example, in Figure 8, it

appears that initially the cell grew principally to the
right and the 8 lamellae are lined up in this direction .
However , at a late r aging time , the upper cell boundary
began to mig rate and t h e

B lamellae, as evidenced by their

curved shape , changed direction to g row in this new
direction.
In summary, at early stages of aging, the interfacial
forces of the bowing a ' / a

2

lamellae boundaries on the

small B Sn lamellae may override the weak coherency f orces
of a semi coherent boundary between the lamellae and the
lamellae grow cooperatively .

As the cell structure

stabilizes , the lamellae tend to grow maintaining an
orientat i on relationship b e tween the lamella e but eve n at
this stage , th e interfacial forces of the bowing a ' / a 2
interface may change the direction o f the growing B t in
lamellae .

In Pb-Sn alloys the in flue nce of coherency on

the cell morphology appears to be intermedia t e b etween
that in cu-In alloys when there is poor lattice matching
and consequently the cellular lamellae grow

coop er~ t~v c l ~

and that in Al-Ag alloys where there is g ood l a t ti c e
matching and cohere ncy forces b etween t h e lamellae
significantly influence the cell mor?holog y . (l 4 )
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Figure 1 .

3

- -

Diagram showing the morphol ogical
development of the cellular str uctur e
as observed in Cu-In alloy s . (S)

2
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Figure 2 .

Cell boundary of Pb-3.0 wt% Sn alloy after
aging for 360 hours at 23°C.

Note that the

a ' lamellae (light gray) preceed the 8 tin
lamellae (dark) .

XSOO
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Figure 3.

Plate-shaped allotriornorph in Pb-3.0 wt% Sn
alloy after 53 hours of aging at 23°C.
Apparent replacive motion by the grain
boundary as reported by Tu and Turnbull.(?)

xsoo
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419
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2 51

120

89

63
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----Figure 4 .
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Development of a cell in a Pb-3.0 wt% Sn
alloy during the aging for the hours
indicated at 34°C .

XSOO
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34 5

•

•

130

...
Figure 5 .

The development of a cell in a Pb-3.0
wt% Sn alloy during aging for the
hours indicated at 23°C.

X500

hrs

16

•

Figure 6.

Formation of the

a

tin lamellae during the

early stage of cell development of the
Pb-3.0 wt% Sn after 76 hours aged at 23°C.
Note the large bowing of the a ' /a 2 boundary
and the non habit orientation of the
lamellae.

X2000

a

tin

17

'

Figure 7 .

'. .•. _.,

Well developed cell in a completely reacted
Pb-3 . 0 wt% Sn alloy after 673 hours at 23°C.
Note the four directions of S tin lamellae.
X250
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Figure 8 .

Pb-3 . 0 wt% Sn alloy aged 547 hours at 23°C.
Note the change of direction of S lamellae
in the upper part of the cell.

xsoo
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Figure A- 1.

Sequence of cellular development during
aging of Pb-3.0 wt% Sn alloy at 23°C
for hours indicated.
of the

Note the V shape

S tin lame l lae on the right at

early aging times .

XSOO

hrs
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Figure A- 2 .

8 tin lamellae developing at edge of the
cell.

Note the different directions of

the lamellae .

Pb-3 . 0 wt% Sn alloy aged

for 362 hours at 34°C.
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Figure A-3.

Replacive motion of plate-shaped S tin
allotriomorph.

Pb-3.0 wt% Sn alloy aged

for 76 hours at 23°C.
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